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GENERATION OF DIAGONAL ACTS OF SOME SEMIGROUPS OF
TRANSFORMATIONS AND RELATIONS

P E T E R GALLAGHER AND NIK RUSKUC

The diagonal right (respectively, left) act of a semigroup S is the set 5 x 5 on which
5 acts via (x,y)s = (xs,ys) (respectively, s(x,y) — [sx,sy))\ the same set with both
actions is the diagonal bi-act. The diagonal right (respectively, left, bi-) act is said
to be finitely generated if there is a finite set A C 5 x S such that 5 x 5 = AS1

(respectively, Sx S = SXA, S x 5 = SlASl).

In this paper we consider the question of finite generation for diagonal acts of
certain infinite semigroups of transformations and relations. We show that the semi-
groups of full transformations, partial transformations and binary relations on an
infinite set each have cyclic diagonal right and left acts. The semigroup of full finite-
to-one transformations on an infinite set has a cyclic diagonal right act but its diagonal
left act is not finitely generated. The semigroup of partial injections on an infinite
set has neither finitely generated diagonal right nor left act, but has a cyclic diagonal
bi-act. The semigroup of bijections (symmetric group) on an infinite set does not
have any finitely generated diagonal acts.

1. INTRODUCTION

If 5 is a semigroup and AT is a set then we say that 5 acts on A" (AT is a right S-act)

via a : X x S ->• X (a : (x, s) i-» i s € A") if (xsi)s2 = x(sis2) for all x £ X, su s2 6 5.
Left acts are defined analogously. We say that X is a bi-act if S acts on it both on the
left and on the right and (sx)t = s(xt) for all x € A", Si, s2 € 5 .

If 5 is a right (respectively, left, bi) S-act then A C X is a generating set for this
act if AS1 = X (respectively, S M = A", S1AS1 = X). If A can be chosen to be finite
then X is said to be finitely generated. If A can be chosen to be a singleton then we say
that X is cyclic.

The diagonal right act of 5 is the set X = S x 5 with S acting via (x, y)s = (xs, ys).

The diagonal left act is defined analogously, via s(x,y) = (sx,sy). The diagonal bi-act

is the same set S x 5 on which 5 acts from both left and right.
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Semigroup

Bx
Vx
Tx
Tx
Tx
Sx

Right act
cyclic (Thm 2.1)
cyclic (Cor 2.2)
cyclic (Cor 2.3)
cyclic (Cor 2.4)

infinite (Thm 2.5)
infinite

Left act

cyclic (Thm 3.1)
cyclic (Cor 3.3)
cyclic (Thm 3.2)

infinite (Thm 3.4)
infinite (Thm 3.5)

infinite

Bi-act
cyclic
cyclic
cyclic
cyclic

cyclic (Thm 4.3)
infinite (Thm 5.1)

Table 1: Summary of results.

Diagonal acts were first mentioned, implicitly, in [1]. It was then known that the
diagonal right act of 7N, the full transformation semigroup on the natural numbers,
is cyclic. The notion of diagonal acts was then considered by Robertson, Ruskuc and
Thomson [5] in relation to wreath products. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the
finite generation and presentability of a restricted wreath product were proved, and these
referred to the finite generation of diagonal acts. In [4] the same authors considered
diagonal acts in their own right and made some interesting connections with finitary
power semigroups. It was shown that the diagonal left act of 7is is cyclic, and that
both Rs (the monoid of partially recursive functions of one variable) and a particular
homomorphic pre-image of Rjt have both cyclic diagonal left and right acts. We now
search for more semigroups with these properties.

In [2] several statements were proved regarding the classes of infinite semigroups
which admit finitely generated diagonal acts. The diagonal bi-act of a non-trivial semi-
group is not cyclic if the semigroup is either finite or cancellative. The diagonal bi-act
of an infinite semigroup is not finitely generated if it is in any of the following classes:
commutative; idempotent; or Bruck-Reilly extensions. Neither the diagonal right nor
left act of an infinite semigroup is finitely generated if it is in any of the following classes:
left cancellative; right cancellative; inverse; completely regular; completely zero-simple;
or locally finite. Clearly there are many families of transformation semigroups that are
not in any of these classes, so this is a good place to search for more examples of infinite
semigroups with finitely generated diagonal acts.

Throughout the paper we let X be an infinite set. We consider the question of finite
generation of the diagonal right, left and bi-acts of the followings semigroups: Bx of
binary relations; Vx of partial transformations; Tx of full transformations; Tx of full
finite-to-one transformations (that is, no infinite subset is mapped to a single point); Xx

of partial injective transformations (also called partial bijections); and Sx of bijections
on X. Our findings are summarised in Table 1.
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2. DIAGONAL R I G H T A C T S

THEOREM 2 . 1 . T i e diagonal right act of Bx, the semigroup of binary relations
on an infinite set X, is cyclic.

P R O O F : Let X\ and X2 be disjoint subsets of X with X = Xx U X2 and |X|
= lA'il = \X2\. We fix bijections a : X -+ Xi and b : X -* X2, consider them as
binary relations

a={(i, (i)a) :iex), b = {(i, (t)6) : i

and claim that Bx x Bx — {(a,b)}Bx-
Select arbitrary x,y G Bx and construct u e Bx as

u= {((t)o,i) :(*.»ea:}u{((i)6)j) : (t, j) € y}.

Then (x, y) = (au, bu) and hence the diagonal right act of Bx is cyclic. D

We note that if x and y are both partial (respectively, full, full finite-to-one) trans-
formations then our construction yields u which is also a partial (respectively, full, full
finite-to-one) transformation. Hence we have the following results. •

COROLLARY 2 . 2 . Tie diagonal right act ofVx, the semigroup of partial trans-
formations on an infinite set X, is cyclic.

COROLLARY 2 . 3 . Tie diagonal right act ofTx, the semigroup of full transfor-

mations on an infinite set X, is cyclic.

(This is an extension of the known facts for 7N.)

COROLLARY 2 . 4 . Tie diagonal right act of' !Fx, the semigroup of full finite-to-
one transformations on an infinite set X, is cyclic.

However, it is not possible to apply this reasoning to extend this result to partial (or
full) injective mappings. [2, Theorem 7.4] states that no infinite inverse semigroup has a
finitely generated diagonal right act. Therefore we have the following result.

THEOREM 2 . 5 . T i e diagonal right act ofIx, the semigroup of partial injective
transformations on an infinite set X, is not finitely generated.

We also know, from Theorem 5.1 below, that the diagonal right act of Sx, the
semigroup of bijections on an infinite set X, is not finitely generated.

3. DIAGONAL L E F T ACTS

In an analogous manner to the proof of Theorem 2.1 (reversing each pair in each

element of Bx) the next theorem follows.
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THEOREM 3 . 1 . The diagonal left act of Bx, the semigroup of binary relations

on an infinite set X, is cyclic.

This time, however, we cannot use this proof to extend this result to Vx, Tx or Tx',

reversing a transformation does not yield a transformation. We turn to Tx, and use a

different method of proof. We note that this is another extension of the known facts for

7*i.

THEOREM 3 . 2 . The diagonal left act of Tx, the semigroup of full transformations
on an infinite set X, is cyclic.

PROOF: We fix a bijection g : X —» X x X, let / be its inverse and define p\,P2 •
X x X —+ X as projections onto the first and second co-ordinates, respectively. We let
a, b € Tx be denned as a = gpx and b = gp2, and claim that Tx x Tx = Tx{(a, &)}. For
x, y e Tx, we define u e Tx as (i)u = ((i)x, {i)y)f for all i € X. Then (x,y) = (ua, ub),
so the diagonal left act of Tx is cyclic. D

We now turn to Vx- As is customary we shall write (i)x — — when x is not defined
on i; that is, when i ^ Dom(x). Thus we may consider Vx as the subsemigroup of
7xu{-} which consists of all the transformations x with (-)x = —. If we apply the proof
of Theorem 3.2 to 7xu{-} ensuring that (-)g = (—, —), then it is clear that a, b € Vx,
and that if x, y € Vx then u e Vx- Thus we have the following result.

COROLLARY 3 . 3 . The diagonal left act ofVx, the semigroup of partial trans-

formations on an infinite set X, is cyclic.

By way of contrast, we have the following statement.

THEOREM 3 . 4 . Tie diagonal left act ofFx, the semigroup of full finite-to-one
transformations on an infinite set X, is not finitely generated.

PROOF: Assume that the diagonal left act of Tx is finitely generated, so there
is a finite A C Tx x ?x such that Tx x ?x = TXA- For all x,y € Tx there are
u € Tx, (a, b) € A such that (x, y) = (ua, ub). It is clear that

{((k)x,(k)y) :keX,x,yeFx}=XxX,

so we have
{((k)a, (k)b) :k€X,{a,b)€A} = XxX.

Fixing / 6 X, this implies that

{ l } x X c { ((k)a, (k)b) :keX, (a, b) 6 A } .

As A is finite, there is a particular (a, b) & A and infinite Y C X such that
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so I e X has infinitely many pre-images under a, and hence a ^ Tx, a contradiction. D

Thus Tx is the only one of our semigroups for which the diagonal right and left
acts behave differently. Other known examples of semigroups with finitely generated
diagonal right but not left acts are defined by using certain semigroup constructions, in
particular, 'constant extensions' (discussed in [4]) and direct products with finite left zero
semigroups (discussed in [2]).

The dual of [2, Theorem 7.4] states that no infinite inverse semigroup has a finitely
generated diagonal left act. Therefore we have the following result.

THEOREM 3 . 5 . T i e diagonal left act oflx, the semigroup of partial injective
transformations on an infinite set X, is not finitely generated.

We also know, from Theorem 5.1 below, that the diagonal left act of Sx, the semi-
group of bijections on an infinite set X, is not finitely generated.

4. DIAGONAL B I - A C T S

As the diagonal right acts of Bx, Vx, Tx and Tx (X infinite) are cyclic, it follows
that the diagonal bi-acts of these semigroups are also cyclic. We now consider Ix, the
semigroup of partial injective transformations on an infinite set X, and show that, in
contrast to its diagonal right and left acts, its diagonal bi-act is cyclic.

This semigroup is important in inverse semigroup theory; just as all groups are
subgroups of Sx for some set X, all inverse semigroups are subsemigroups of some Ix-

In [3], the notion of cycle representations of permutations is extended to that of path
representations of partial injective transformations. We shall use this notion, in an infinite
context, in the proof of our result.

For x € Ix we let Tx be a digraph with vertex set X and edges specified by

Let fix be the set of all digraphs on X in which every vertex has in-degree either 0 or 1

and out-degree either 0 or 1. Then there is a natural bijection 4> '• %x —> fix, defined as

{x)4> = rx.
For graphs A! and A2, a graph isomorphism ip : Ai -> A2 is a bijection between the

vertex sets such that
i -» j in A! o (i)ip -> (j)ip in A2.

If there exists a graph isomorphism from Ai to A2 then they are isomorphic, which is

denoted Ai = A2.

We say that p, q e Ix are conjugate if there exists s E Sx (the group of bijections

on X) such that q = sps~l. In [3] it is shown, for a finite set X, tha t p,q £ Xx are

conjugate if and only if they have the same path structure. We state and prove this in

terms of digraphs, and where X may be infinite or finite.
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LEMMA 4 . 1 . Elements p,q e Ix are conjugate if and only if Tp and Tq are
isomorphic.

P R O O F : (=*>) If there is s € Sx such that q = sps*1, then

i ->• j in Tp •» (i)p = j <=> [ ( ^ s ^ j s p s " 1 = (j)s~l

& [(i)s-l]q = (j)s~l & (i)s-1 -> ( j )s-1 in T,,

s o s " 1 : Fp —• FQ is a graph isomorphism.

(•*=) A graph isomorphism ip : Tp -*• T, is a bijection on X, so may be considered as

some s € Sx- Also,

in T,

<» [(*)V] 9 = 0 ) ^ «=> {i)sq = (j)s <=> (i)sgs"1 = j

so p— sqs~l and they are conjugate. D

The components of a digraph are the connected components of its underlying undi-
rected graph. Up to isomorphism, the only components which may appear, in A 6 fix
are:

1. finite paths of size r (for all r e N) ii —¥ i2 —t • • • -> iT\

2. finite cycles of size r (for all r G N) ii —• i^ —* •••—>• ir —̂  i\\

3. left infinite paths • • • —> i_2 -> i_i —̂  i0;

4. right infinite paths ii —>• 12 ~̂  H —> • • •;

5. bi-infinite paths •••—>• z_j —> i0 —> ix —>•••.

In particular, there are only countably many isomorphism classes for components,
so these can be indexed by N. To be more precise, we fix a family {Rn : n 6 N} where
Rn is a component in some digraph An € fix and such that for any component C in any
A € Six there is a unique n E N such that C = Rn. In this case we refer to n as the
isomorphism class of C.

The restriction of p 6 1 ^ to F C X is denoted p\Y and defined as {i)p\Y = {i)p if
i, (i)p € Y and (i)pfy = — otherwise. It is clear that p\Y € Ix-

LEMMA 4 . 2 . Tiere exists c e Ix such that for all p € Ix there exists s € Ix

such that p = scs~l.

P R O O F : We let Z be an index set with \Z\ = |A"| and partition X as the disjoint

union

where each |VZjn| = |-ftn|. We let T G fix be arbitrary such that each Vz>n is the vertex

set of a component of isomorphism class n and let c € Ix be such that r c = T.
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Let p G Ix be arbitrary and let Fq (q G Q) be the components of Fp. As every graph
in QA- has at most | X | components of each isomorphism class, we may assume without
loss of generality that Q C Z. For each Fq we consider Vq<n, where n is the isomorphism
class of Fq. Clearly Fq = VqiJl, so the restrictions p \ F and c\v n are conjugate, by Lemma
4.1. That is, there exists sq G Sx such that p\F<i = sqc\v ns~1. We define s : X —> X
as (i)s = (i)sq when i G F, . Then s is a well-defined full injective (but not necessarily
surjective) transformation and p = scs~l. Q

We are now ready to prove the main result.

THEOREM 4 . 3 . The diagonal bi-act oiXx, the semigroup of partial injective
transformations on an infinite set X, is cyclic.

PROOF: We claim that Xx x l x — Ix{(c, l)}Zx where c is as in Lemma 4.2. Let
x,y 6 Ix be arbitrary. By Lemma 4.2 there exists s G Ix such that xy~l = scs~1, and
we note that

(1) (i)x = {j)y <* (i)xy~l = j <* (i^scs'1 = j « (i)sc = (j)s.

Let t : X -* X be defined on Im(sc)Ulm(s) such that [(i)sc]t = (i)x and [(j)s]t = (j)y.

Suppose that a contradiction is imphcit here, in that t is required to map one point
to two different image points. This could only be the case if (i)sc = (j)s but (i)x ^ (j)y

for some i,jGX, which by (1) cannot happen.

Suppose that t is not injective. This is only the case if (i)x = (j)y but (i)sc / (j)s

for some i,j G X. Again, by (1), this does not happen.

So t G Ix and (x, y) = (set, si) — s(c, l)t, and the theorem is proved. D

5. FURTHER REMARKS AND CONCLUSION

In the course of this paper we considered many families of transformation semigroups.
For Sx, the symmetric group on an infinite set X, we use the following result, which
appears as [6, Proposition 6.7] and which we reprove here for completeness.

THEOREM 5 . 1 . IfG is a group then the diagonal bi-act ofG is Bnitely generated

if and only if G has only Bnitely many conjugacy classes.

PROOF: (=>•) If the diagonal bi-act of G is finitely generated then there is a finite
U C G such that G x G = G(U x U)G. For all x G G there are uuu2 G U, gug2 € G

such that (x, 1G) = 5i(u1 )u2)52- Then x = l ^ ' x = g^u^g^giu^ = 92~
1(V'2~

1u1)g2 is
conjugate to u ^ t i i , so G has only finitely many conjugacy classes.

(<=) If G has only finitely many conjugacy classes, then let U be a set of conjugacy
class representatives in G. For arbitrary x,y G G there are u G U,g G G such that

xy l = g 1ug, so
(x,y)=g-1(u,lG)gy6G(UxU)G,
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and we see that U x U finitely generates the diagonal bi-act of G. D

It is now clear that the diagonal bi-act of Sx is not finitely generated. Without
proof, we also remark that none of the following semigroups: injections; non-injections;
surjections; non-surjections; or partial surjections on an infinite set have finitely generated
diagonal bi-acts.

There are many open problems concerning which infinite semigroups have finitely
generated diagonal acts. We know that the semigroup S of all n x n matrices over an
infinite field F has no finitely generated diagonal acts, as F (under multiplication) is
a homomorphic image of 5 and would inherit these properties; it is clear from [2] that
this is not the case. We ask if the semigroup 5 of all n x n matrices over an infinite
ring R can have any finitely generated diagonal acts? Again, R (under multiplication)
is a homomorphic image of 5 so we ask: does there exist an infinite ring R whose
multiplicative semigroup R* has a finitely generated diagonal right, left or bi-act?
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